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Abstract: 5G-PHOS aims to architect and evaluate Fifth Generation (5G) broadband 
networks for dense, ultra-dense, and hotspot area use cases capitalizing on the 
convergence of Fiber Wireless (FiWi) technologies and migrating from Common Public 
Radio Interface (CPRI) to seamlessly integrated FiWi with support for Millimeter Wave 
(mmWave) Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (mMIMO) communications. This deliverable 
describes the first lab and field trials of the project held, respectively, in Lannion, France, 
and Turin, Italy, leading to succesful Fiber Wireless transmission of a radio signal on an 
Intermediate Frequency-over-Fiber over the field-deployed network of TIM. 

Keywords: Analog Radio-over-Fiber (A-RoF), Fifth Generation (5G), Flexbox, Remote 
Radio Head (RRH), 5G Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), Baseband Unit (BBU), Fiber-
Wireless, Performance Evaluation, Optical Technologies, Millimeter Wave (mmWave), 
Benchmarking, EML, Beamsteering, DAC, ADC, Software Defined Networking (SDN), 
Integrated Photonic Technologies. 
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Disclaimer: The information, documentation, and figures available in this deliverable 
are written by the 5G-PHOS Consortium partners under EC co-financing (project H2020-
ICT-761989) and do not necessarily reflect the view of the European Commission. The 
information in this document is provided “as is”, and no guarantee or warranty is given 
that the information is fit for any particular purpose. The reader uses the information at 
his/her sole risk and liability. 
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Abbreviations 

3GPP 3rd Generation Partnership Project  

4G 4th Generation 

5G 5th Generation 

ACI Adjacent-Channel Interference 

ADC Analog to Digital Converter 

A-RoF 

Attn 

Analog Radio-over-Fiber 

Attenuator 

BBU Baseband Unit 

BGPLS Border Gateway Protocol with Extensions for Traffic Engineering Link 
State Information 

BtB Back to Back 

CEx Coexistence Element 

CLI Command Line Interface 

CO Central Office 

CoMP Coordinated MultiPoint 

CP-OFDM Cyclic Prefix-Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 

CPRI Common Public Radio Interface 

CPU Central Processing Unit 

CSI Channel State Information 

C-RAN Cloud/Centralized Radio Access Network 

CU  Central Unit 

DAC Digital to Analog Converter 

DAS Distributed Antenna System 

DBA 

DSP 

Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation 

Digital Signal Processing  

DFB Distributed Feedback 

DML Directly Modulated Laser  

DSP Digital Signal Processing 

D-RAN Distributed Radio Access Network 

D-RoF Digital Radio-over-Fiber 
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DU Distributed Unit 

DSO Digital Sampling Oscilloscope 

DWDM Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing 

EAM Electro-Absorption Modulator 

eCPRI Enhanced Common Public Radio Interface 

EDFA Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier 

eMBB Enhanced Mobile Broadband 

EML Externally Modulated Laser 

EMM  Evolved Packet System Mobility Management 

eNB Evolved Node B 

EPC Evolved Packet Core 

EPS Evolved Packet System 

ER Extinction Ratio 

ESM Evolved Packet System Session Management 

EVM Error Vector Magnitude 

FBMC Filter Bank Multi-Carrier 

FDD Frequency Division Duplex 

FDM-TDMA Frequency Division Multiplexing-Time Division Multiple Access 

FEC Forward Error Correction 

FIFO 

FH 

First In First Out 

Fronthaul  

FiWi Fiber-Wireless 

FMC Fixed Mobile Convergence 

FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array 

FSR Free Spectral Range 

FTTH Fiber to the Home 

GFDM Generalized Frequency Division Multiplexing 

GPON Gigabit-capable Passive Optical Network 

GUI Graphical User Interface 

GUTI Global Unique Temporary ID 

HLS High Layer Split 

ICI Inter-Carrier Interference 
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IFFT Inverse Frequency Fourier Transform 

IFoF Intermediate Frequency over Fiber 

IMDD Intensity Modulation Direct Detection 

InP Indium Phosphide 

ISI Inter-Symbol Interference 

KPI 

LS  

Key Performance Indicator 

Laser Source 

LDPC Low-Density Parity Check 

LISP Locator ID Separation Protocol 

LLS 

LNA 

Low Layer Split 

Low Noise Amplifier 

LOS 

LO 

Line-of-Sight 

Local oscillator 

LTE Long Term Evolution 

LTE-A 

MZM 

Long Term Evolution-Advanced 

Mach-Zehnder Modulator 

MAC Medium Access Control 

MFH Mobile Fronthaul 

MIMO Multiple-Input Multiple-Output 

mMIMO Massive Multiple-Input Multiple-Output 

MMSE Minimum Mean Square Error 

mmWave Millimeter Wave 

MNO Mobile Network Operator 

MT-DBA Medium Transparent Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation 

MT-MAC Medium Transparent Medium Access Control 

NFV  Network Function Virtualization  

NGMN Next Generation Mobile Networks 

NLOS Non-Line-of-Sight 

NPO Network Planning and Operation 

OAD Optical Add Drop 

OBFN Optical Beamforming Network 

OBPF Optical Band-Pass Filter 
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OBSAI Open Base Station Architecture Initiative 

OFDM Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 

ODL OpenDaylight 

ODN Optical Distribution Network 

OLT Optical Line Termination 

OMD Optical Multiplexer Device 

ONF Open Networking Foundation 

ONT Optical Network Terminal 

ONU Optical Network Unit 

ORI Open Radio equipment Interface  

PAPR Peak-to-Average Power Ratio 

PCB Printed Circuit Board 

PCEP Path Computation Element Protocol 

PDCP Packet Data Convergence Protocol 

PDN Packet Data Network 

PHY Physical 

PNF 

PD  

Physical Network Function 

Photo Diode 

PON Passive Optical Network 

PPP Public Private Partnership 

PDSCH Physical Downlink Shared Channel 

PRBS Pseudo Random Binary Sequences 

PtMP Point-to-MultiPoint 

PtP Point-to-Point 

QAM Quadrature Amplitude Modulation 

QoS Quality of Service 

RAN 

Rx 

Radio Access Network 

Receiver 

RF Radio Frequency 

RIN Relative Intensity Noise 

RLC Radio Link Control 

ROADM Reconfigurable Optical Add Drop Multiplexer 

https://www.iana.org/assignments/pcep
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RoF Radio-over-Fiber 

RRH Remote Radio Head 

RU Radio Unit 

RZF 

SA 

Regularized Zero Forcing 

Signal Analyser 

SDM Spatial Division Multiplexing 

SDN  Software Defined Networking 

SF Superframe 

SFP Small Form Factor 

SIBH Semi-Insulating Buried Heterostructure 

SINR Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio 

SMF Single Mode Fiber 

SISO Single-Input Single-Output 

SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol 

SNR Signal to Noise Ratio 

SOA 

Tx  

Semiconductor Optical Amplifier 

Transmitter 
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1 Executive Summary 

This document reports the results of the first lab and field trials of the 5G-PHOS project.  

The lab trial was held at the Orange Labs facilities in Lannion, France from 27 to 29 
November 2019 and focused on the three stands or sub-demos (reported also in D2.4 
“Final Report on 5G-PHOS Network Architectures including Use Cases and KPIs”), which 
are related to the experimental demonstrations addressing the project’s Dense Use Case. 
For more details on each of the technological blocks composing the systems solutions 
shown in this document, the reader is referred to D8.1 “Experimental demonstration of 
the FlexBox and 25Gb/s RRH prototypes”. 

The first field trial was held at TIM’s facilities in Turin, Italy with an additional remote 
demonstration carried out with Orange Labs, Lannion. The trial was performed in 
February 2020 and focused on validating a Fixed Mobile Convergent (FMC) topology for 
A-IFoF/mmWave transmission, benefiting from the reuse of the deployed PON 
infrastructure, towards future Mobile Fronthaul Architectures.  

For both lab and field trials, an overview of the performed testing activities is provided, 
highlighting the successful outcomes of the different experimental setups as well as the 
issues encountered and subsequent debugging procedures. Moreover, for each test, the 
obtained results are reported and discussed. 
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2 Introduction 

2.1 Purpose of this document 
 
This document reports on the outcomes of the first lab and field trials of the 5G-PHOS 
project. 

 

2.2 Document structure 
 

The present deliverable is split into 3 main chapters: 

 Chapter 3 details the Lannion lab trial experiments and results. 

 Chapter 4 details the Turin field trial experiments and results. 

 Chapter 5 contains the conclusions derived from the lab and field trials and provides 
a summary of the main results. 

 

2.3 Audience 
 

This document is public.  
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3 Lannion Lab Trial 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the first 5G-PHOS lab trial, held at Orange Labs, Lannion, France 
in November 2019. The first objective of the trial consisted in transmitting LTE/NR 
waveforms over a V-Band Fiber-Wireless (FiWi) link employing SIKLU’s 5G-PHOS-
developed MIMO antenna and a DML-based optical transport link. Real-time data-plane 
transmission using a Master Flexbox FPGA prototype was demonstrated with offline 
demodulation. Management of service classes/slices in the 5G-PHOS network is finally 
reported using network abstraction via a RESTCONF/YANG-capable SDN controller and a 
simple network orchestration platform with real-time transmission and reception of both 
control and data planes through an optical link. 

3.2 Real-time 5G-PHOS Data-plane Generation with 
Offline Demodulation 

This experiment showed, for the first time in the project, real-time 5G-PHOS Data Plane 
signal generation using the FPGA that will be integrated into the Flexbox units. This first 
prototype presented a simpler version of the DSP chain that allowed us to circumvent 
channel impairments, sampling and frequency offsets, and mmWave carrier phase noise 
in the FiWi channel. The transmissions were demonstrated over a short fiber segment. 
Demodulation was performed offline, with an Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) of a 
Digital Sampling Oscilloscope (DSO) and further post-processing performed in Matlab. 
Ethernet packet-to-serial bitstream conversion, which is expected to be performed by 
MLNX’s Bluefield chip, was not demonstrated; instead, Pseudo Random Binary Sequences 
(PRBS) were generated by the FPGA itself. NTUA was the major contributor to this 
experiment, being responsible for the development of the FPGA transmission chain and 
offline demodulation procedures. ORAN provided the DSO as well as its interfacing code, 
which allowed for continuous data acquisition and demodulation of the received signals. 

3.2.1 Experimental Setup 
A block diagram of the experimental setup for this experiment (hereafter referred to as 
Stand #1) is shown in Figure 1. The core component of the analog IFoF transmitter was a 
Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale+ RFSoC device on a ZCU111 development board (depicted in 
Figure 2), which was used to implement the transmitter side DSP in real time. A detailed 
description of the DSP algorithms and their development on this FPGA device are 
provided in D7.1. 

 
Figure 1: Fiber transmission block diagram of the experimental setup. 
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The experimental setup of Figure 1 used to evaluate the fiber link consists of three main 
blocks: the analog IFoF transmitter, the fiber transmission segment, and the evaluation 
stage. The transmitted signals were OFDM modulated signals, generated using a fixed 
256-tap Inverse Frequency Fourier Transform (IFFT) algorithm. The FPGA clock was 
adjusted in real time at 256 MHz or 500 MHz, corresponding to the transmission of 204 
MHz or 394 MHz of useful bandwidth, after zero-padding (52 out of 256 sub-carriers). 
The above bandwidths were selected having in mind the latest 3GPP New Radio (NR) 
specifications. Since the FFT size was kept fixed, the sub-carrier spacing was adapted to 
the clock frequency, resulting in 1 MHz sub-carrier spacing for the 204 MHz bandwidth 
and 2.1 MHz for the 398 MHz bandwidth. The modulation format of the sub-carriers was 
adjusted in real time to either QPSK or QAM16. Adjusting the modulation format to 
QAM16 achieves transmission rates of up to 800 Mbps or 1.6 Gbps, depending on the 
selected transmission bandwidth (204 MHz or 394 MHz) A cyclic prefix of length 64 
samples was inserted to the signal before the Digital to Analog Converter (DAC), 
reducing the transmission throughput by ~25%, resulting in transmission rates of 585.6 
Mbps or 1.14 Gbps, depending on the selected bandwidth. The characteristics of the 
transmitted signals are summarized in Table 1 for both bandwidth values. Employing a 
digital up-conversion stage of the complex signal through a pair of the RFSoC’s DACs, an 
OFDM-based waveform at an Intermediate Frequency (IF) of 750 MHz was generated 

 
Figure 2: The Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale+ FPGA. 

Table 1: Generated OFDM signal characteristics. 

 Signal type A Signal type B 

Parameter Value Value 

Sampling rate 2 GSa/s 4 GSa/s 

Bandwidth 204 MHz 398 MHz 

IFFT size 256 256 

Useful subcarriers 183 183 

Cyclic prefix size 64 64 

Modulation QPSK/QAM16 QPSK/QAM16 

Gross bit-rate  Up to 800 Mb/s Up to 1.6 Gb/s 

Useful bit-rate (post FEC) No FEC applied No FEC applied 

Intermediate frequency 750 MHz 750 MHz 

Subcarrier spacing 1 MHz 2 MHz 
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The output of the FPGA was then connected to the RF port of a bias tee responsible for 
driving the Electro Absorption Modulator (EAM) segment of the EML. The driving voltage 
for the EAM section of the chip was set to 560 mV peak-to-peak, whereas a reverse bias 
voltage of -0.63 V was used to ensure linear operation. The laser segment of EML was 
injected with 110 mA of current and operated at 23.6° C, providing 2 dBm of optical 
power at the emission wavelength of 1560.42 nm. The optical output was then 
transmitted over a couple of meters of a Single Mode Fiber (SMF) link. A Variable Optical 
Attenuator (VOA), inducing 4.5 dB of optical attenuation (equivalent to a 22.5 km 
standard SMF transmission) was also inserted into the setup. The IFoF signal of -2.5 dBm 
was detected by an off-the-shelf 14 GHz linear photoreceiver. The photoreceiver output 
was connected to a Real Time Oscilloscope. At the receiver side, offline DSP was applied 
to the signal, including demodulation of the received OFDM symbols, as well as a Zero-
Forcing (ZF) equalization algorithm. More details about the digital DSP algorithms are 
provided in D5.1 and D7.1. For the channel estimation, 21 pilot sub-carriers multiplexed 
with the data subcarriers were also transmitted. A photo of the experimental setup in 
Lannion is provided in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3: Experimental setup. 

 

3.2.2 Results and Discussions 
Figure 4 depicts the constellation diagrams and EVM performance of the transmitted 
OFDM-based IFoF signals captured at the output of the photoreceiver by the real-time 
scope. The measured EVM values (being well below the successful transmission limits set 
by the 3GPP specifications, i.e. 17.5% for QPSK and 12.5%  for  16-QAM [2]) indicate 
that the performance of the active electro-optic components included in the setup does 
not place limitations on the performance of the fiber part of the targeted FiWi link. The 
achieved EVM values are summarized in Table 2. 

 

Table 2: EVM assessment. 

 204 MHz Bandwidth 398 MHz Bandwidth 

QPSK 5.1% 4.7% 

QAM16 6.7% 6.4% 
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Figure 4: Constellation diagrams and EVM values after optical transmission. 

 

3.3 SDN Abstraction of a Real-time FiWi Transmission 
Chain with Lab Equipment and Demonstration of PHY 
Layer-based Slicing in the 5G-PHOS Network 

The main objectives of this lab trial experiment are detailed below: 

i) Perform the first FiWi Data Plane transmission using OFDM signals and assess PHY 
layer KPIs: The signals were generated and analyzed with commercially available lab 
equipment. Since the main challenge of this experiment concerns the transmission over 
the (wireless) mmWave segment, different signal numerologies were tested to 
investigate the impact of the wireless channel on link performance and compare them 
with the transmission performed exclusively over the fiber. We started with OFDM signals 
with 15 kHz subcarrier spacing from a downlink LTE signal generator and then continued 
with 30, 60, and 120 kHz subcarrier spacing using a 5G NR signal generator. Since 
performance using the III-V lab laser was already demonstrated during the project’s mid-
term review in Berlin (February 2019), transmission over the fiber link was achieved 
using a packaged, commercial DML and PIN photodiode with embedded TIA, for the sake 
of simplicity. Up to 10 OFDM sub-bands can be generated by the lab equipment provided 
by Orange. As far as the mmWave segment is concerned, a SIKLU 32-element Tile was 
used at the TX side with a horn antenna at the RX side. 

ii) Demonstrate the abstraction of the underlying network equipment via an SDN 
framework developed by Orange: This software component allowed us to transparently 
translate the Southbound interfaces used to configure the signal generators and 
analyzers into a high-level RESTCONF/YANG Northbound interface that was used to 
specify the behavior of the entire experimental setup. The distinct feature of this 
experiment is that a real-time transmission of Control Plane information, used to 
configure different equipment pieces via the Soutbound interfaces, would be 
demonstrated over the FiWi link.  

iii) Perform a lab-scale demonstration of the implementation of Classes of Service (CoS) 
in the framework of the 5G-PHOS project: Indeed, thanks to the network abstraction 
provided by the SDN controller, different PHY layer parameters of the link, such as RF 
power, number of aggregated carriers, intermediate frequencies, and modulation of the 
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signals, can be easily setup and associated to one or more slices of the underlying 
network. This would offer multi-tenancy compliance, where the 5G-PHOS network is able 
to cope with different demands from different clients (e.g., network operators) by simply 
changing the transmission PHY layer parameters of the link. This approach would be 
essential in a network capable of coping with a plurality of transmitted 5G interfaces 
(high or low layer functional splits) and services with very heterogeneous needs in terms 
of bit-rate, reliability, number of connected devices, and latency, not only for standard 
Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB) applications but also for new uses in Ultra-Reliable 
Low-Latency Communications (URLLC) and massive Machine-Type Communications 
(mMTC). The SDN controller developed by Orange is in-line with the developments by 
Incelligent, which will be incorporated in the actual Flexbox unit at the end of the project. 
Orange’s SDN controller has also been integrated with Incelligent’s NPO orchestrator and 
was remotely demonstrated in one of the field trial experiments held in Turin. 

Figure 5 shows a high-level view of the target FiWi architecture, where the hatched 
orange blocks indicate 5G-PHOS network elements. As mentioned, the ”clients” of the 
5G-PHOS network are either multiple operators with different RAN interfaces/functional 
spits, or even different services within the same operator. In the downlink, the Master 
Flexbox converts Ethernet packets (backhaul or fronthaul High/Low layer splits) of the 
clients (blue and green blocks) to an analog Radio-over-Fiber (A-RoF) signal and sends it 
through a fiber link to a massive MIMO (mMIMO) mmWave antenna. The latter allows the 
use of mMIMO antennas, where beamforming/steering is performed with phase shifters 
either electrically, within the SIKLU mMIMO antenna itself, or optically, with LIONIX’s 
OBFN modules integrated with the antenna. After the mmWave link, a lamp post antenna 
recovers the signals and a Slave Flexbox unit attached to it converts them back to the 
original Ethernet packets, which are fed to the remaining client equipment. 

 

 
Figure 5: 5G-PHOS FiWi RAN architecture. 

 

3.3.1 Experimental Setup 
Hardware components 
Figure 6 shows the hardware details of our experimental setup, where the light and dark 
orange blocks correspond to entities in the 5G-PHOS Data and Control Planes (DP and 
CP), respectively. The DP endpoints are associated with two real-time OFDM 
generators/analyzers, one of which can generate OFDM signals with either 15 kHz 
subcarrier spacing (referred to as DP4GLTE in Figure 6) or 30, 60 and 120 kHz subcarrier 
spacing (referred to as DP5GNR). The latter is associated to a “High Quality” (HQ) CoS, 
where the bit-rate of the client is optimized by placing a 5 x 20 MHz carrier-aggregated 
OFDM signal carrying a 64QAM Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) at the band 
offering the best frequency response of the channel. The second Class of Service 
corresponds to a “Best-effort” (BE) CoS, with a single OFDM band whose modulation, 
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bandwidth, RF power and intermediate frequency (IF) vary according to the availability of 
the channel and the rules defined by the 5G-PHOS network manager. The DP is digitally 
upconverted to IF, before being transmitted towards the downlink direction. 

 
Figure 6: Experimental setup (hardware details). 

There are two different CP interfaces, which are used to allow connectivity between the 
signal generator and analyzer through the FiWi link. The first CP interface (CPRT) is 
associated to the fiber link only, is created at the Master Flexbox unit and terminates at 
the rooftop RRH in the downstream direction. It runs in real-time between two single-
board computers (SBC#1 and SBC#2) at 10 Mb/s. Auto-negotiation is disabled and 
medium-dependent interface crossover is set to allow the choice of a specific twisted pair 
that serves the Ethernet-SMA converters. The CPRT interface signal is frequency 
transposed electrically using local oscillators (LO), RF mixers, and low-pass filters (LPF). 
Since only the TX+ component of the Ethernet interface is transmitted, an inverter is 
used at the receiver side. Uplink CPRT transmission is bypassed with a direct connection.  

The second CP interface is associated to the wireless segment (CPLP), is created at the 
rooftop site and terminates at the lamp post. Since the actual control channel for the 
wireless segment has not yet been developed in the project, for the sake of 
demonstration, we implemented a very simple Wi-Fi link between SBC#2 and SBC#3 at 
2.4 GHz. This approach is very interesting and is actually not very different from a 
possible sub-6 GHz implementation of a wireless control channel on these kinds of 
scenarios. Indeed, a sub-6 GHz control channel would allow a much higher connectivity 
range between the rooftop and lamp post antenna elements due to lower signal 
degradation compared to mmWave propagation. It would also allow the CPLP to be 
independent of any beamsteering/shaping performed on the Data Plane. Both CPRT and 
CPLP together allow for the communication between the different network elements, 
including the signal generators, analyzers and the single board computers. 

As shown in Figure 6, both DP and CP-RT signals are combined and electrically amplified 
(EA) before direct intensity modulation of a 2.5 GHz bandwidth commercial Laser Diode 
(LD) at 1310 nm. Transmission is performed through 1 km of Standard Single-Mode Fiber 
(SSMF) to showcase a local A-RoF interface at the mMIMO antenna site or in its vicinities. 
After direct detection by a photodiode (PD), the signals are amplified and separated for 
processing. The Data Plane is then fed to the mMIMO antenna, which performs electrical 
beamsteering and frequency transposition to 60 GHz. A horn antenna at the lamp post 
receives the signal, down-converts to IF and feeds it to the analyzer.  The insets in Figure 
6 show the spectra of the signals transported in both the fiber and wireless segments. 

 

Software components 
Figure 7 presents the details of Orange’s SDN controller and RESTCONF client, which are 
developed in Python. From the bottom to the top, interfacing with the Flexbox units via 
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the Southbound interface (SBI) is performed through Standard Commands for 
Programmable Instruments (SCPI) over TCP/IP using the PyVISA package. A first control 
layer hosts all SCPI functions needed to change the PHY parameters of the link. Those 
are set as the leaves of the YANG model of the Flexboxes. A model-driven Service 
Abstraction Layer (MD-SAL) provides the necessary adaptation between the Southbound 
API and the Northbound interface (NBI) of the controller using data structures. This 
allows configuration of the Flexboxes via Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) without any 
knowledge of the SCPI functions. The backend server functions that allow us to expose 
the SDN controller’s RESTCONF API are implemented with Flask-RESTful. 

 
Figure 7: Experimental setup and software details of the SDN controller. 

 

On top of the SDN controller, a lookup table defines the PHY layer parameters associated 
to the “High Quality” and “Best Effort” CoS, and a RESTCONF client performs the needed 
PUSH/PUT/GET/DELETE methods for configuring the underlying A-RoF link with CURL. 
Finally, a Create, Read, Update, and Delete (CRUD) web Bootstrap frontend allows the 
FiWi manager to choose the CoS according to the client profile and displays KPIs such as 
EVM and bit-rate. The CoS information is stored in a database using SQLite. The frontend 
server functions of the 5G-PHOS CoS manager are implemented with Flask. Figure 8 
shows an example of the output of the web frontend seen by the 5G-PHOS CoS manager 
while Figure 9 shows individual elements of the actual experimental setup (i.e., LTE 
signal generator acting as the Master Flexbox unit, rooftop mMIMO antenna, and LTE 
signal analyzer acting as Slave Flexbox). 

 
Figure 8: Experimental setup, software details. 
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Figure 9: Individual elements of the Lannion experimental setup. 

3.3.2 Initial Results: Fiber Segment Only  
The first step of this experimental assessment was to verify link performance when 
transmissions were exclusively over the fiber link using the 15 kHz subcarrier spacing 
OFDM signal.  

Figure 10 shows the average EVM over all subcarriers of the received DP after 
propagation through a 1 km SSMF and for different frequencies and RF powers. The 
optical power at the PD is fixed at -6 dBm. Performance degradation for modulating 
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powers above -10 dBm is due to the non-linear operation of the laser. In its linear 
modulation regime, the channel presents an undulating EVM characteristic which is due 
to the frequency response of the electrical amplifiers. The EVM map of Figure 10 is useful 
for setting up the PHY parameters associated to each CoS. 

Our engineering rules are as follows: the HQ CoS is prioritized and takes the 2.06 GHz IF, 
where the EVM is the lowest. The BE CoS is placed at the next best performance 
frequency span not overlapping with the HQ CoS bands, i.e., 1.95 GHz. If there is no HQ 
CoS in the link, the BE CoS takes the 2.06 GHz IF. If both HQ and BE are transmitted, 
their power densities are set respectively to 0.9 and 0.2 mW/MHz to ensure that the 5 x 
20 MHz bands of the HQ CoS have a higher contribution to the overall modulating power 
of the laser than the single 10 MHz band of the BE CoS. This allows an optimal overall RF 
power of -15 dBm after the electrical coupler. 

Figure 11 and Figure 12 show, respectively, the received A-RoF spectrum (for both CP 
and DP) and EVM vs. subcarrier variation when both HQ and BE CoS are transmitted. 
EVM is below 3.2% for all bands. Notice that the BE PDSCH modulation was set by the 
network manager to 16-QAM to allow an EVM below 3%. 

 
Figure 10: DP EVM (%) map, for transmission through the fiber segment only. 

 
Figure 11: Received A-RoF spectrum with two transmitted CoS. 
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Figure 12: EVM (%) vs subcarrier & constellations (HP and BE CoS), fiber 

segment only. 

 

Finally, Figure 13 and Figure 14 show, respectively, the input messages at the SDN 
controller for the HQ CoS setup and the data structure of the associated OFDM analyzer 
(acting as the Slave Flexbox). An iperf evaluation of the CP shows UDP loss-free 
transmissions with 8 ms and 30 ms of average and maximum packet jitter, respectively. 

 
Figure 13: Inputs to SDN controller for HQ CoS configuration. 

 
Figure 14: Example of structured data of OFDM analyzer. 

  

3.3.3 Some Conclusions on the Experiment 
In this experiment, we have experimentally assessed an SDN controller enabling 
complete abstraction of a carrier-aggregated OFDM A-RoF link through a 
RESTCONF/YANG API. On  top of the controller, two classes of services were defined 
associated to different PHY layer parameters, such as frequency, modulation, RF power, 
and the number of transmitted bands. With the proposed setup, real-time transmission of 
DP OFDM signals as well as CP Southbound API interface through the fiber link has been 
demonstrated enabling EVMs below 3.2% for HQ and BE CoS. 

The mmWave transmission proved to be much more challenging though. In order to 
assess the transmission problems, thorough investigations were carried out in terms of 
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received power and SNR, ultimately identifying, through a sinewave test, phase noise as 
the most probable source of the issue. The required OFDM numerology capable of coping 
with such a phenomenon is still under investigation, especially regarding the required 
subcarrier spacing for phase noise protection. Unfortunately, the additional testing 
carried out with wider subcarrier spacing waveforms was limited by the capabilities of the 
OFDM signal generation and assessment equipment, yet indicating a clear direction for 
future investigations using the FPGA. This lab trial also demonstrated that the carrier 
phase noise should also be accounted for in the DSP blocks composing the demodulation 
chain of the Flexbox units. 

3.4 5G-PHOS SDN Controller and Network Orchestrator 
Demonstration Using a Network Emulation Tool 

As mentioned in D2.4, this demonstration aimed to show the capabilities of the SDN 
controller and 5G-PHOS network orchestrator/NPO that are being developed by INCE, as 
well as the integration between the SDN controller and the Bluefield processor. The SDN 
controller uses Openflow and OVSDB as the Southbound interface protocols and 
RESTCONF as the Northbound interface protocol. The objective of this experiment was to 
show in a real-time demonstration, for the first time in the project, the NPO/SDN 
controller and its capabilities (such as dynamic sub-band allocation through VLAN 
tagging, creation of QoS types, etc.). However, instead of managing real lab equipment, 
the SDN controller managed an emulated 5G-PHOS network, as developed in T6.4 by 
NTUA and INCE. By assigning VLAN tags to incoming packets using the Openflow protocol 
and by creating a number of QoS types and rate limits to the emulated Flexboxes using 
the OVSDB protocol, the SDN is capable of creating, updating, and deleting different 
rules associated to the different VMNOs. Moreover, the SDN Southbound interfaces are 
compatible with the Bluefield board developed by MLNX (the integration between the 
SDN controller and MLNX has been presented through a video at the project meeting in 
Turin in February 2020) as well as the bandwidth allocation algorithms developed in T6.2, 
led by INCE and NTUA. 

3.4.1 Demonstration Components 

SDN Controller 
As described in detail in D6.1 and D2.5, OpenDaylight (ODL) is chosen as the most 
suitable SDN controller for the implementation of a joint optical-wireless Network 
Planning and Operation (NPO) tool to be used as an orchestration toolkit and control 
plane manager. ODL is a modular open platform for customizing and automating 
networks of any size and scale.  

The OpenDaylight controller (Neon release) is JVM-based software and can run on any 
operating system (such as Linux distributions) and hardware as long as it supports Java 
(especially Java 8-compliant JDK and later versions). The controller is an implementation 
of the SDN concept and makes use of the following tools: (a) Apache Maven, for easier 
build automation, (b) OSGI framework as the back-end of OpenDaylight, since it allows 
dynamic loading/unloading/starting/stopping of bundles and packages JAR files, and 
binding bundles together for exchanging information, without bringing down the entire 
running JVM platform, (c) Java interfaces for event listening, specifications, and forming 
patterns, (d) REST APIs for Northbound APIs such as topology manager, flow 
programmer, etc., (e) MD-SAL, which is an infrastructure component that provides 
messaging and data storage functionality (YANG is used as the modeling language) 
based on user-defined (e.g., application developers) data and interface models. 
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Regarding interfacing with the 5G-PHOS infrastructure, as mentioned in D6.1, ODL 
controller offers a variety of Southbound interfaces such as Openflow, OVSDB, NETCONF. 
Furthermore, ODL provides enhanced options for traffic monitoring, network 
virtualization, load balancing, etc. and high modularity in programming the SDN 
functions.  

Figure 15 depicts a more detailed SDN controller–NPO architecture focusing on the 
frameworks/libraries employed in the application layer, its various functional components 
and interfacing options used. All of the functional components that have been used in 
each layer (application, control, or infrastructure layer) are clearly depicted. Openflow, 
OVSDB, and NETCONF protocols have been used for the communication between the 
SDN controller and the Flexbox devices (via the Southbound interfaces), and RESTCONF 
is used as a Northbound interface between the NPO/Orchestrator and the SDN controller. 
Regarding the software stack that is used in the NPO, ReactJS is the most popular 
framework for designing web applications' user interfaces, axios is the library used by the 
application to make the HTTP requests, while Flask is a lightweight WSGI web application 
framework, designed to make getting started quick and easy, with the ability to scale up 
to complex applications. 

 
Figure 15: SDN controller-NPO Detailed Architecture. 
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Network Planning and Operation (NPO) Tool and Orchestrator 
Τhe NPO is divided into two components. The first one is responsible for the orchestration 
and is capable of running multiple automated resource allocation functions, while the 
second one is the Graphical User Interface (GUI), which provides the abstraction and 
proper supervision to the network engineer to make configurations over the whole 
network at any time, such as the isolation of a specific lamppost (i.e., the assignment of 
a specific number of sub-channels no matter what the traffic requirements are). The NPO 
is responsible for collecting static and dynamic information (e.g., KPIs) regarding the 
network resources, while maintaining and applying configurations in the FiWi resources. 
Also, live traffic monitoring and analytics application are implemented, which is very 
useful for resource allocation and overall system control, as well as other necessary SDN 
applications. Figure 16 depicts some screenshots related to the state of the NPO as it was 
presented in the Lannion lab trial. 

This GUI refers to an “engineer’s” view of the NPO depicting all technical details, so as to 
follow the validity of the actions requested and the controller’s appropriate responses. 
However, it could allow for more high-level, less technical views. Any network engineer 
using the NPO can install a number of different rules to Flexboxes, including flow 
processing, rate limits based on QoS requirements per lamppost or small cell, 
assignment of specific sub-bands to each lamppost, and dynamic sub-band allocation to 
lamppost RRHs based on traffic requirements. In addition, considering a case when a 
lamppost needs dedicated throughput no matter what the traffic is (e.g. security camera, 
emergency event, etc.), we were capable of isolating the desired lamppost (or Flexbox) 
via assignment of fixed sub-bands. Hence, the dynamic sub-band allocation algorithms 
would be running for the other lampposts until we deactivated the isolation feature. 

 

 
Figure 16: NPO menus: (a) Network topology & Actions menu, (b) Parameter 

initialization & (c) start of sub-band allocation algorithm, (d) QoS menu. 

Network Emulator 
In order to support the NPO tool development as well as test the SDN functionalities, a 
network emulator has been employed by NTUA and INCE to enable the emulation of the 
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Flexboxes, Small Cells, and RRHs as if they were physically connected (wired or 
wirelessly) to the network. The emulator is being used by the NPO tool and its controls 
are presented to the NPO GUI, thereby allowing the user to dynamically create, modify or 
delete the entire 5G-PHOS topology as desired in a simple and user-friendly manner. 
Additionally, the emulator can be set to impose initial bandwidth limits to all links before 
other Quality of Service methods are applied. 

3.4.2 Results and Discussions 
As it was shown in a real time demonstration, the successful interaction between all 
SDN-related layers, namely Application Layer (NPO/ Orchestrator), Control Layer (ODL), 
and 5G-PHOS Infrastructure Layer (using the network emulator) has been confirmed. 
With the use of the NPO, desired commands were instantly passed down to the SDN 
controller which, in turn, applied networking configurations and rules in the topology. All 
changes occurring as a direct result of these commands were illustrated on the NPO 
monitoring view. Moreover, the dynamic sub-band allocation algorithm, which assigns 
sub-bands to the lampposts based on their traffic demands, was presented and executed 
on the 5G-PHOS emulated network. 
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4 Turin Field Trial 

4.1 Introduction 

5G-PHOS provided a first field demonstration of the feasibility of its solution, carried out 
over a legacy TIM Passive Optical Network with already installed fiber infrastructure. In 
the PON-overlaid 5G network for dense city areas, the main innovation concept of the 
integrated FiWi fronthaul is the reuse of the existing infrastructure for residential 
applications and the possibility of easy provisioning of new lamp-post mobile sites fed by 
rooftop mmWave connections. In urban areas, the passive fiber optic infrastructure for 
residential Fiber-To-The-Home (FTTH) can provide the enabling platform to superimpose 
an optical wavelength-differentiated layer on current traffic systems. Mobile fronthaul or 
midhaul are possible beneficiaries of this new layer availability. Moreover, resources for 
these new connectivity segments are to be found not only in the optical but also in the 
wireless domain according to sites’ placement and infrastructure constraints, service 
penetration, and bandwidth requirements. The 5G-PHOS signals (suitable for Over The 
Air mmWave propagation in the 60 GHz band), once properly down-converted to an IF 
below 10 GHz, can be natively transported in the optical section as A-IFoF signals. The 
use of an IFoF transport layer based on 10GHz Electro-Optic (EO) bandwidth units has 
been selected to allow for higher spectral efficiency compared to the optoelectronics 
needed for generating and detecting A-RoF signals at mmWave frequencies. The field 
trial demonstrated A-IFoF/mmWave transmission through the optical legacy 
infrastructure, using components already tested in the lab trials, such as FPGA boards, 
optical transceivers, mmWave antennas, and DSP algorithms for demodulation and 
detection. To enhance the real environment, the coexistence of the demo traffic with the 
residential legacy traffic co-propagating along the field deployed fiber-network was 
achieved through the utilization of unused C-band channels and optical WDM multiplexing 
with the legacy FTTH services. Moreover, the potential of transmitting Ethernet traffic 
through the FPGA-based 5G-PHOS solution was investigated. To this end, the 
demonstration of connection establishment between the employed RFSoC platform and 
the Bluefield Data Processing Unit (DPU) providing Ethernet data was the second part of 
the Turin field trial. 

4.2 Analog Fiber-Wireless downlink transmission of 
IFoF/mmWave over in-field deployed legacy PON 
infrastructure for 5G fronthauling 

Experimental Setup 
Figure 17 shows the experimental setup of the demonstrated A-IFoF/V-band topology. 
The core element of the A-IFoF transmitter was the Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale+ RFSoC device 
to be employed in Flexboxes. The FPGA unit implemented the real-time transmitter side 
DSP, while its DACs (with sampling rate up to 4Gsa/s) generated analog IF signals at a 
central frequency of 750 MHz through a digital up-conversion stage. Specifically, the 
employed RFSoC platform includes eight DAC and eight ADC units. Two out of the eight 
available DACs were used for the processing of the baseband (I/Q) data stream and the 
generation of the low IF signal. The voltage swing at the output of the RFSoC was 390 
mVpp. An analog frequency up-conversion stage, composed of an active mixer and a 
local oscillator, was used to upconvert the RFSoC output signal to 3.5 GHz. The use of 
the external analog mixer provides the proposed scheme with an additional degree of 
flexibility by enabling the generation of higher IFs and, thus, surpasses limitations set by 
the DACs’ sampling rate (up to 4GSa/s). As such, the presented electrical transmitter can 
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be easily adjusted to the operation requirements of different radio boards. At the same 
time, the exploitation of external analog mixers optimizes the use of the RFSoC DACs’ 
resources, allowing the up-conversion of all four streams that can be generated by the 
RFSoC to higher IF values, while supporting a bandwidth efficient subcarrier multiplexing 
(SCM) scheme. The employed mixer could operate at a frequency range from 30 MHz to 
7 GHz, with +1 dB conversion gain, resulting in a 450 mVpp signal at its output. 

 
Figure 17: Experimental setup of A-IFoF/mmWave link, including TIM’s optical 
legacy infrastructure. 

 

For the electro-optic conversion of the analog IF signals, a single drive 15 GHz Mach–
Zehnder modulator (MZM) was used, modulating a 1542.14 nm (194.4 THz) continuous 
wave (CW) signal provided by a tunable laser source with +13.5 dBm optical power. The 
MZM driving voltage had to be 5.6 Vpp to minimize the signal degradation related to the 
electro-optic conversion, and thus an RF low-noise amplifier with 40 KHz to 38 GHz 
operational frequency range and 22 dB gain was used to amplify the output of the active 
mixer. The optical power of the A-IFoF signal was a crucial parameter for the 
transmission over the legacy infrastructure. Therefore, in order to partially compensate 
for the MZM’s high insertion loss of 9.6 dB, an optical amplification stage composed of an 
Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA) and a Variable Optical Attenuator (VOA) was 
employed, providing a total gain of +4 dB.  

The A-IFoF signal was fed to the optical legacy infrastructure through the CEx filter (and 
a WDM MUX, in case of multicarrier operation) and transmitted over the field-deployed 
fiber link. At the same time, the XGS legacy traffic was running through the link in 
parallel with the signal generated by the optical A-IFoF transmitter. The composite signal 
(legacy and A-IFoF) was accessed through one of the ports of the in-field installed PON 
passive splitter and directed back to the lab. A second port from the same splitter was 
connected to an Optical Spectrum Analyzer (OSA) for monitoring purposes. To decouple 
the A-IFoF signal from the legacy traffic, a WDM DEMUX was employed in the setup, and 
the A-IFoF wavelength was demultiplexed. The same device was also used to insert an 
upstream carrier, emulating bidirectional transmission. For the generation of the 
upstream carrier, a distributed feedback (DFB) laser source with +4 dBm optical power 
was used to generate a 1542.94 nm CW (194.3 THz), at a separayion of 100 GHz from 
the downstream, which corresponds to the first neighbor channel in the ITU-T 100 GHz 
grid. The insertion of an upstream tone to the link can provide insight on possible 
interference between UL and DL streams occupying neighboring ITU-T channels. Given 
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that the DL IF signal has a narrow bandwidth (i.e., up to 400 MHz), the effect of the UL 
direction on the DL signal depends on the transmitted optical power in each direction. 
Thus, the upstream can be emulated via a CW tone to enable the acquisition of realistic 
EVM measurements for the DL signal. For the detection of the IFoF signal, a 10 GHz 
linear photoreceiver is composed of an Avalanche Photodiode (APD) and a low noise 
Transimpedance Amplifier (TIA) with 20 dB gain. The received optical power was -14 
dBm, implying a transmission power budget of around 22 dB, including both the legacy 
field infrastructure and the filters for the WDMA-IFoF layer. 

For the wireless transmission, the IF signal at the output of the photoreceiver, which had 
a voltage swing of 140 mVpp, was fed to the IF-to-V-band upconverter, centered at 60 
GHz. The employed up-conversion board’s IF input could range between 1 and 5 GHz and 
corresponded to an RF output ranging from 58 to 63 GHz. The output of the 60 GHz 
mixer was led to a dual-amplification stage consisting of a driver and a power amplifier 
and then to the directional horn Tx-antenna element, featuring 10o beamwidth and 23 
dBi gain. An identical Rx antenna was located at a 2 m horizontal distance from the Tx 
antenna, forming the 60 GHz wireless link. Both frequency conversion modules had a 
nominal noise figure of 8 dB at maximum gain. The received RF signal was amplified 
through a low noise amplifier and downconverted to 3.5 GHz IF by the Rx-side V-band-
to-IF downconverter. The two antenna elements, as well as the up/down-conversion 
circuits, were located at a height of 0.5 m from the ground. An external signal generator, 
providing a 10 MHz tone with 10 dBm power, was used as a reference for both the 
antennas’ internal Phase-Locked Loops (PLLs). These PLL circuits are integrated into the 
IF-to-V-band boards and are required for the operation of the boards’ local oscillators, 
which generate the reference tone for the IF-to-RF conversion and vice versa. The 3.5 
GHz IF output of the downconverter, which had a voltage swing of 300 mVpp to 400 
mVpp, was connected to a real-time scope (with a sampling rate of 100 GSa/s, and 
analog 3-dB bandwidth of ~33 GHz) sampled at 12.5 GSa/s and stored for offline 
demodulation and performance evaluation.  

Data transmission was supported by a set of DSP algorithms executed in real time at the 
transmitter’s FPGA board. To this extent, a fixed bit stream was M-ary QAM and mapped 
to a 256-tap inverse FFT algorithm for the generation of the OFDM symbols. The 
transmission of a fixed known bitstream was exploited to determine the pilot allocation 
frequency for the receiver-side channel estimation. The modulation format of the 
subcarriers was adjusted in real time to either 4QAM or 16QAM. The RFSoC clock was 
also real-time adjusted at 256 MHz or 500 MHz, corresponding to the transmission of 204 
MHz or 394 MHz of useful bandwidth, after zero padding (52 out of 256 subcarriers). The 
above band sizes were selected having in mind the latest 3GPP NR specifications [1]. 
Since the FFT size was kept fixed, minimizing as such the use of the FPGA resources, the 
subcarrier spacing was adapted to the clock frequency, resulting in 1 MHz spacing for the 
204 MHz band and 1.95 MHz for the 394 MHz band. Finally, a cyclic prefix with a length 
of 64 samples was inserted to the time-domain OFDM signals. 

To implement the DSP functions in an RFSoC, we designed a parametric and pipelined 
architecture with VHDL and Xilinx Vivado 2018.2. The inverse FFT component was 
implemented as a fully pipelined Radix-2 engine and performs a 256-point transform. 
The QAM modulator was designed as a flexible read-only memory (ROM)-based 
component, where pre-stored pairs of normalized I/Q values reside and can be 
configured at runtime to switch between modulation formats. The DSP pipeline relies on 
minimal buffering and handshaking between components to guarantee continuous flow 
without relying on a multi-rate approach (i.e., we use a single clock domain). As a result, 
the total cost of Tx in terms of FPGA resources, specifically lookup tables (LUTs), flipflops 
(FFs), random access memory (RAM) blocks (RAMBs), and DSP blocks, was 2007 LUTs, 
3459 FFs, 30 DSPs, and 17 RAMB18 (inverse FFT consumes 1339 LUTs, 2117 FFs, 30 
DSPs, and 8 RAMB18; QAM consumes 258 LUTs, 382 FFs, and 4 RAMB18; whereas 410 
LUTs, 960 FFs, and 5 RAMB18 are utilized for buffering and control operations). Finally, 
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regarding the latency performance of the real-time Tx implemented on the deployed 
RFSoC platform, 4.67 μs on average was measured for a bit of information to pass 
through the entire Tx pipeline until conversion to analog (0.08 μs for QAM modulation, 
2.45 μs for iFFT, 2.14 μs for buffering and other control operations, such as pilots and 
zeros insertion). The Tx baseband processing latency added to the 1 km transmission 
over the PON delay (5 μs) and the 2 m wireless propagation delay (less than 0.01 μs), 
corresponding to a latency budget of 9.68 μs, neglecting the Rx-side offline DSP. 

At the receiver side, offline DSP was applied to the digitized sample sequence at the 
output of the scope to retrieve the baseband data signal. The sampling rate of the 
baseband complex signal was decreased so as to equal the OFDM symbol rate via a 
resampling algorithm. Through a CP-based timing synchronization algorithm, the first 
sample of each time-domain OFDM symbol was tracked. Afterwards, CP was removed 
and an FFT algorithm was used to demodulate the OFDM symbols. Finally, a least-
squares (LS) equalizer was applied to the frequency-domain signal. For the channel 
estimation, 21 subcarriers were used as pilot subcarriers. A detailed description of the 
employed DSP algorithms can be found in D5.1 and D7.1. The performance of the 
received signal was evaluated through the EVM measurement of the QAM-modulated 
received subcarriers. 

 

Results and Discussion 
The first step of the performance evaluation of the A-IFoF transmission was to evaluate 
the performance of the electrical IF transmitter. Figure 18 depicts the EVM performance 
of the OFDM/4QAM 204 MHz signal, respectively, at the output of the RFSoC, at the 
output of the upconverter, and at the output of the RF driver. The initial signal generated 
by the RFSoC had an EVM of 2.7%, while the insertion of the mixer to the setup induced 
an EVM increase by 1.8% as a result of the additive noise coming from the active 
components of the up-conversion unit. The RF amplifier further increased the EVM by 
2.3% as expected, due to the susceptibility of OFDM waveforms to the nonlinear 
distortion effects of the high-power amplifier (HPA). Finally, at the output of the electrical 
transmitter, the signal’s 4QAM-OFDM 204 MHz EVM was found to be 6.8%, a value that 
was considered as the reference electrical EVM for both modulation formats and 
bandwidths.  

 
Figure 18: EVM measurements and constellation diagrams of the received 204 
MHz 4QAM-OFDM signal at the output of the RFSoC board, the analog 
upconverter, and the RF driver. 
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The second part of the experimental study focused on the performance evaluation of the 
A-IFoF transmission over TIM’s optical legacy infrastructure. A set of Back-to-Back (B2B) 
results was captured for all possible data signal combinations generated by the RFSoC, 
after replacing the fiber PON with a VOA inserting the same amount of optical loss, so as 
to keep a fixed optical input power value to the photoreceiver. Figure 19 depicts the EVM 
values and a set of indicative constellation diagrams corresponding to the signals 
captured after optical transmission. It is obvious that the contribution of the optical 
transceiver components to the signal degradation is less than 0.6% EVM for all 
modulation formats and bandwidths, indicating the absence of strong limiting effects 
related to the active electro-optic modules’ response. The insertion of the legacy 
infrastructure to the setup introduced an extra EVM penalty of less than 0.5%, compared 
to the optical B2B results, thus indicating that there is negligible interference between 
the A-IFoF signal and the legacy traffic. Finally, the transmission of the upstream tone at 
a neighbor channel of the ITU-T grid relative to the optical channel carrying the A-IFoF 
signal caused a further average EVM increase by 1% as a result of the interference 
between the two neighboring channels. In all cases, however, the A-IFoF transmission 
was successful, according to the 3GPP specifications for systems employing radio 
transmission at frequencies >28 GHz [1].  

 
Figure 19: (a) 204 MHz 4QAM/16QAM-OFDM and (b) 398 MHz 4QAM/16QAM-
OFDM EVM measurements for the A-IFoF transmission over the optical legacy 
infrastructure and (c) Constellation diagrams corresponding to the 398 MHz 
4QAM-OFDM and 16QAM-OFDM received signals. 

 

Figure 20 represents the EVM values and constellation diagrams that correspond to the 
retrieved signals after a combined FiWi transmission. For this part of the experimental 
study, the whole setup depicted in Figure 17 was exploited. As such, the OFDM IFoF 
signal was transmitted through the legacy optical infrastructure, coexisting with the 
legacy traffic and the upstream, and after optical detection, it was transmitted through 
the 60 GHz wireless link. For this scenario, the constellation diagrams of Figure 20, and 
especially the 16QAM-OFDM diagrams, show evidence of nonlinear distortion of the signal 
caused by the multiple amplification stages used in the link. Both the MZM’s driver and 
the mmWave equipment RF amplifiers contribute to the degradation of the signal’s 
quality due to their nonlinear operation. Nonetheless, the EVM performance of both 
modulation formats at both 204 MHz and 398 MHz bandwidth meet the 3GPP 
requirements (i.e., 17.5% for QPSK and 12.5% for 16QAM), indicating successful FiWi 
transmission. 
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Figure 20: (a) 204 MHz and 398 MHz 4QAM/16QAM-OFDM EVM measurements 
after transmission through the optical legacy infrastructure/V-band wireless 
link and constellation diagrams of the (b) 204 MHz and (c) 398 MHz signals. 

 

As previously discussed, the IF-to-RF modules are prone to nonlinear signal distortion 
triggered by higher input signal power at the same time that the additive noise induced 
by the mixers decreases the received SNR, especially when the transmitted signal power 
is lower. As a result, both the rise and decrease of the optical loss budget may impair the 
reception quality. To further investigate the effect of the optical power variations, an 
additional set of FiWi measurements are presented. For these measurements, the 4QAM-
OFDM signal was used. The VOA included in the optical amplification stage was used to 
adjust the APD optical input power. The minimum optical power investigated at the input 
of the APD was -17 dBm, while the maximum was -10 dBm, corresponding to 7 dB 
dynamic range. As shown in Figure 21, deviating from the optimum power operation 
value leads to an increase in the received EVM, as was originally expected. However, the 
measured EVM values are still well below the 3GPP threshold for successful QPSK 
demodulation (17.5%), indicating that the presented FiWi link can support optical power 
deviations of at least 7 dB by tuning the modulation format to 4QAM-OFDM.  

 
Figure 21: EVM measurements and constellation diagrams of the received 398 
MHz 4QAM-OFDM signal after FiWi transmission for different values of the 
photoreceiver optical input. 

The last part of the study focused on the potential of increasing the total capacity of the 
deployed infrastructure by utilizing more than one of the available ITU-T grid channels for 
transmitting multiple A-IFoF optical streams over the PON. To evaluate this scenario, the 
performance of the FiWi transmission over different optical channels of the 100 GHz ITU 
grid was examined, coexisting with an upstream tone transmitted firmly at 1542.94 nm. 
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Specifically, the tunable CW source feeding the MZM was tuned per testing case to one of 
the channels from 194.4 to 193.9 THz, which was then modulated by a 16QAM-OFDM 
400 MHz signal, corresponding to the maximum possible bandwidth of 1.4 GHz, after 
removing the pilot subcarriers. Figure 22 illustrates the EVM values and constellation 
diagrams of the received signals and clearly shows that the EVM variations between the 
different channels do not exceed 1.8%, implying similar performance over all tested 
wavelength combinations. The impact of the interference caused by the upstream tone is 
negligible in the 1542.14 to 1544.53 nm region, where small variations exist on the 
received EVM values. The interference effect is most notable in the case of simultaneous 
transmission of the downstream and the upstream in the same ITU channel. As the 
wavelength separation between the two streams increases, the performance of the IFoF 
signal improves, as expected. It should also be noted that the 1545.32 to 1546.12 nm 
region is beyond the operational range of the WDM filter inserted after the legacy field 
infrastructure, which leads to low power reception of the transmitted A-IFoF signal, and, 
consequently, a small EVM increase. The main scope of this test was to evaluate the 
performance near the upper wavelength border of the CEx and to investigate if penalties 
occur due to the filters’ concatenation (CEx + MUX/DEMUX). Results demonstrated that 
at least two more channels, in addition to the 10 already planned, can be successfully 
transmitted with negligible penalties. 

 
Figure 22: (a) EVM measurements after PON/OTA transmission, after tuning the 
optical transmission carrier to different ITU-T channels, (b) Matching of the 
transmission wavelengths to the corresponding 100GHz Grid channels, and (c) 
the corresponding constellation diagrams. 

4.3 Bluefield-RFSoC FPGA Ethernet Communication 

Ethernet-based communication was also demonstrated between Mellanox Bluefield and  
the RFSoC FPGA residing on the ZCU111 evaluation board. The purpose of this 
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experiment was to evaluate proper communication between Bluefield and RFSoC FPGA as 
will be implemented on Flexbox, but in a simplified way. Figure 23 presents the 
experimental setup used. Specifically, a desktop PC running Ubuntu OS hosted a 
Bluefield PCI-e card and the RFSoC FPGA employed a softcore Ethernet IP. The two 
devices were connected through a 10G SPF+ cable. On the desktop PC, an iperf client 
generated Ethernet traffic with various data rates that were transmitted through Bluefield 
to the RFSoC FPGA and back. Additionally, during data transmission, the SFP cable was 
unplugged and replugged in order to verify the reestablishment of the Ethernet link 
between the two devices after an unexpected hardware failure. 

 
Figure 23: Bluefield-RFSoC Ethernet-based traffic experimental setup. 

 

4.4 Software Defined Networking in a Converged 5G 
Fiber-Wireless Network 

In this section, a detailed practical deployment of an SDN controller in a converged Fiber-
Wireless (FiWi) 5G network is presented. The experimental trial concentrated on the 
downlink A-RoF link and involves using an SDN controller directly connected to FiWi lab 
equipment, while the physical layer parameters are managed and monitored successfully 
through the NPO, proving the applicability of SDN in a FiWi network. 

4.4.1 Experimental setup 
This work is based on the work performed for the Lannion lab trial and specific 
information on the lab equipment and experimental setup have already been discussed in 
detail in Section 3.3.1. Similarly, details on the SDN controller for the lab equipment as 
well as the SDN-NPO software architecture are presented in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.4.1, 
respectively. For this reason, they will be mentioned only briefly and the text will focus 
on the adjustments made and the results of the trial. 

Lab trial Hardware components 
With respect to the Data Plane (DP), two real time OFDM generators were associated 
with the following CoS. 

• High Quality (HQ): 5x20 MHz carrier aggregated OFDM, with 64QAM modulation 
at the best frequency response band of the channel 

• Best Effort (BE): Single OFDM band whose modulation, bandwidth, RF power, and 
IF varies according to the availability of the channel 
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In connection with the Control Plane (CP), there are two interfaces for the Fiber (CP-Fi) 
and the wireless (CP-Wi) segments. The CP-Fi refers to the fiber link only, starts at the 
Master Flexbox unit and terminates at the rooftop RRH, between two single-board 
computers (SBC#1 and SBC#2), while CP-Wi is created at the rooftop site and 
terminates at the lamp post (a simple WiFi connection between SBC#2 and SBC#3).  

Lab trial Software components 
The SDN controller and NPO structure is very similar to the one described in Figure 15 
but has been adapted to communicate with laboratory equipment via the controller’s 
Southbound Interface (SBI). However, the application layer functions described 
previously were integrated allowing for dynamic management of slices/CoS as well as for 
KPI monitoring by the NPO client and frontend layers. 

Figure 24 describes the software aspects of the trial. From bottom to top, the SDN 
controller interfacing with the Flexbox is performed through Standard Commands for 
Programmable Instruments (SCPI) over TCP/IP. SCPI functions are used to change the 
PHY parameters of a link. The PHY layer parameters associated to the HQ/BE are mapped 
in a lookup table and the NPO (using RESTCONF) performs the PUSH/PUT/GET/DELETE 
operations. Finally, the NPO allows the Fi-Wi manager to choose the slice/CoS and 
displays KPIs, e.g., EVM and bit-rate values. 

Specific to the lab-trial, the YANG model developed was simple but effective so as to 
allow the abstraction of the signal generators and analyzers. A simplified representation 
of the data model is shown in Figure 25. It encompasses the information necessary for 
(a) the configuration of the PHY parameters, e.g. bandwidth, the number of component 
carriers, RF power, etc., and the creation of a class of service/ slice by the network 
manager and (b) the assessment of KPIs, in our case EVM and gross bit-rate. It is 
evident that the employed YANG model could be easily extended to allow for the 
configuration of the beam steering parameters of the mMIMO antennas, i.e. by simply 
adding to this model a set of phase shifts for each distinct element of the phased array 
mMIMO antenna, the needed interference pattern allowing for the radiation over a 
specific direction could be set by the network manager effortlessly. 

 
Figure 24: Software aspects of lab trial. 
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Figure 25: Simplified experimental setup data model. 

 

4.4.2 Results 
The figure below presents indicative screenshots of the NPO tool adjusted for the 
purposes of the trial, allowing for network graph view, applying controller actions, and 
real-time KPI monitoring. 

 

 
Figure 26: NPO GUI adjusted for trial. 

Figure 27 details the EVM per subcarrier for each of the CoS bands, with an idle CP-Fi for 
fixed input power at the photodiode of -1 dBm. In more detail, EVM is below 3.2% for all 
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bands. The BE PDSCH modulation was set to 16QAM by the network manager to allow an 
EVM below 3%. Finally, for the active CP-Fi interface in which a 10 Mb/s UDP iperf 
transmission is realized note a ~2.2 pp EVM degradation at 2.06 GHz, (-1 dBm as input 
power at photodiode) compared to idle CP-Fi case. Better performances could be 
obtained by more strict filtering between DP and CP-Fi. 

 
Figure 27: (Top) EVM (%) vs. subcarrier and constellations for both CoS and 

idle CP-Fi. (Bottom) DP EVM (%) for different frequencies and input powers at 
the photodiode, active CP-Fi. 

 

4.4.3 Dissemination of results 
As far as the project lab-trial is concerned, an SDN controller enabling complete 
abstraction of a carrier-aggregated OFDM A-RoF link through a RESTCONF API was 
successfully presented. With respect to slicing, two types of slices, a “High Quality” and a 
“Best Effort”, associated to different PHY layer parameters (such as bandwidth, number 
of carriers, RF power, etc.) were developed on top of the controller to validate a simple 
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implementation of slicing in a FiWi link. Real-time transmission of both DP and CP SBI 
signals through the fiber link has been demonstrated enabling EVMs below 3.2%. 

Lastly, the SDN controller demonstrated in the Lannion lab trial was successfully 
integrated with the NPO tool, which includes the GUI and the orchestrator aspects of the 
5GPHOS SDN architecture, for the purposes of this demonstration, allowing the dynamic 
configuration/ management of slices and live KPI monitoring. 

It should be noted that the results of this work are presented at the official 5GPHOS 
YouTube channel: The link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gi7TdLwCdto, where a 
video of the demonstration of 5G-PHOS SDN abstraction with NPO tool and lab 
equipment is available. The relevant work was accepted for presentation at EuCNC2020 
and a pre-recorded presentation can be found in this link: 
https://youtu.be/vV85tq9bv8A?list=PLjQu6nB1DfNCUc5Cjz1QsQk6SBw8OTl0E. 

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gi7TdLwCdto
https://youtu.be/vV85tq9bv8A?list=PLjQu6nB1DfNCUc5Cjz1QsQk6SBw8OTl0E
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Conclusions   

The following points summarize the main achievements and conclusions of the first 5G-
PHOS lab and field trials: 

Lannion Lab Trial: Successful real-time generation of 5G-PHOS data-plane at 1.6 Gb/s 
over an optical link and with offline demodulation. Variable signal bandwidth and 
modulation format has been employed and EVM measurements in all cases met the 3GPP 
requirements. Successful 5G-PHOS network abstraction demonstration using a 
RESTCONF/YANG capable SDN controller and slice orchestrator based on PHY layer 
parameters with real-time transmission of both control and data planes. 5G-PHOS Open 
Daylight SDN controller and NPO orchestrator using a network emulation tool and 
demonstrating intelligent and dynamic bandwidth allocation of the A-RoF/IFoF link. This 
solution offers advanced, real-time network configuration functionalities, such as dynamic 
resource allocation through VLAN tagging, creation of QoS types and limit settings, KPI 
monitoring, etc. 

Turin Field Trial: A  converged  IFoF/V-band  transport  layer  distributing  5G  
fronthaul-compatible wideband   radio   waveforms   integrated   over   TIM’s   legacy 
optical  access  infrastructure  located  at  Turin was succesfully demosntrated. The  
performance  evaluation  of  this  integration  was  carried  out  by  using wideband   
4QAM/16QAM   OFDM   radio   signals   digitallysynthesized by an RFSoC platform, 
allowing for FiWi rates upto 1.4 Gbps. The co-transmission of the IFoF signal with PON 
legacy traffic provided by TIM’s field equipment through the passive fiber infrastructure 
revealed negligible interference between the two streams, validating the evidence of 
coexistence scenarios in actual field environments including both down-stream and 
upstream traffic profiles. The reported evaluation results satisfied the 3GPP 
requirements, demonstrating the successful IFoF/mmWave transport of 400 MHz 16QAM-
OFDM signal showing a 10.5% EVM performance and thus proving, in principle, physical 
layer feasibility of transport of analog data through FPGA IF-transmitter interfaces with 
sufficient signal quality for at least 1:8 PON splitting ratios, to perform Ethernet-to-
analog conversion. The WDM-compatible extension of IFoF/V-band distribution was also 
experimentally validated, showing acceptable EVM performance values along multiple 
ITU-T channels in the C band, opening the door to a practical way to significantly 
increase the FiWi connectivity throughputs to multiple gigabits per second. 
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